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President Richard Moran was introduced to Peninsula alumni at a Presidential Reception at the Menlo Club, one of several regional alumni receptions planned to acquaint the President with the Menlo community. Above, President Moran with Martha Girdlestone.
Welcome to Menlo College

This is my first semester as the President of Menlo College.
I have been a CEO, a Venture Capitalist, an Entrepreneur and a bestselling author, among other things.

So why did I want to add college president to my resume? It was all about the Menlo community and the impact the College is having on lives. I felt that I could become a part of a special family, and I was honored to accept the reign as its chief champion. It is a special privilege to be on a campus where scholars develop into future leaders, learning to think critically, strategize, innovate, communicate, connect, change and lead.

Menlo is entering into an exciting chapter in its history. Our academic success was most recently recognized by AACSB accreditation, a seal of approval only offered to 5% of business schools worldwide. I’m excited about working with the faculty in their efforts to stay at the forefront of education with first-rate scholarship, and the highest academic standards. Our highly successful internship program is producing jobs for students even before they receive their diplomas.

We celebrate each one of our students as we reflect on their unique college experience, and look toward to their future success.

Take note of the following bullets when you visit our beautiful campus, and I think you will understand why I so quickly said “yes” to Menlo College:

Menlo College Takeaways (in my Business Bullet Books style)

• Dedication to undergraduate education
• 90% of our most recent graduating class surveyed are already gainfully employed
• Our most recent retention rate was a sky high 92%
• We provide scholarships or other financial assistance to over 90% of our students to make their education at Menlo affordable
• Distinguished faculty who care about students
• Twelve fields of study that matter
• Personalized experience in and out of the classroom
• Challenging but compassionate environment
• A safe campus within easy access to world-class San Francisco
• Perfectly positioned for internships in the center of the technology world
• A best-of-class athletics program
• A diverse and engaged student body
• A diploma of extraordinary global value

These bullets comprise the drivers that make for a singular return on investment at Menlo College. Discover how Menlo College can make your educational experience the experience of a lifetime.

Best wishes,

Richard A. Moran, Ph.D.
President, Menlo College
Menlo College’s new President, Richard Moran, tagged Menlo College’s New Student Orientation Day “a day full of emotions” in his first campus speech following his appointment.

His first instruction was for the audience to take out their cell phones, and post a photograph “to tell the world everywhere where you are.” The tent on Menlo’s quad echoed with the sounds of cell phones in action.

He admitted to “having made a career of giving advice,” which includes the following instructions for students:

• **Go to class** (resist all other temptations)
• **Make friends** (you’ll never be in a spot like Menlo College for meeting friends)
• **Call home** (but not that much; this is your time to experience independence)
• **Use your time wisely** (not playing hours of video games -- don’t waste time!)
• **Make the most of your four years** (feast on the fruits of knowledge!)

President Moran, a father of four children, then offered two essential tips for parents:

• **Instill intellectual curiosity** in your student
• **Encourage independence** in your student (try not to text and email too much)

The President concluded with a promise to the class of 2018: by the end of this first year, he will know each one of them, and he looks forward to it.
Morans Meet Alumni, Faculty and Staff at Moran Manor Vineyards

The Board of Trustees, faculty and staff toasted Richard A. Moran as the tenth president of Menlo College in a special event for alumni at Moran Manor Vineyards. Regional alumni, along with current faculty and staff were invited to the event to welcome the Morans to the Menlo community.

George Irvin, Jr. ’59, who attended with his wife, Ellie reflected the alumni sentiment when he said “I was excited to meet the president.”

Moran Manor Vineyards is located on the original Mayacamas Ranch, built by Calvin Holmes, the nephew of Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. in 1870. The home has a well-documented history, and in more recent years, has been used to film many commercials and catalog shoots.

During the visit to Moran Manor, President Moran, his wife Carol and daughter Megan welcomed guests to tour the house and grounds, hear about the history of the estate, and learn about their winemaking operation. The occasion also featured a book-signing for Through the Gates, Eighty-five Years of Menlo College and its Times by Pamela Gullard. The book includes reminiscences from more than 100 alumni, as well as 150 photographs and images chronicling each decade and the College’s transformation.
Notables in the Bay Area business world, Kerry A. Dolan and Peter Moore delivered keynote speeches at the Menlo College Presidential Inauguration of Richard A. Moran on October 9, 2014.

Kerry A. Dolan is an Assistant Managing Editor at Forbes magazine, responsible for coverage of wealth and philanthropy. She is based in San Francisco, and is one of two editors who oversee the magazine’s signature Forbes 400 Richest Americans List and the Forbes World Billionaires’ List. She pioneered Forbes’ List of Africa’s Richest in 2011, and in June 2014, won a Gerald Loeb award for an article that dissected the ill-gotten gains of the oldest daughter of Angola’s longtime president. During her 20-year tenure at Forbes, she has served as the technology editor, and has written about biotech, healthcare, renewable energy, and Latin American business.

Peter Moore is Chief Operating Officer of Electronic Arts (EA), providing strategic leadership for all global operations that enable EA to bring products to market via retail and digital direct-to-consumer channels, including publishing, sales, media, central development, and channel management. He also oversees EA’s global marketing organization, consisting of product marketing, acquisition and digital marketing, global advertising and marketing analytics, all of which ensure EA’s games reach and connect with consumer audiences worldwide. Mr. Moore has more than 25 years of experience in gaming, entertainment and consumer products.
After a processional led by the Members of the Prince Charles Pipe Band, local politicians, technology leaders, presidents of other colleges, and other dignitaries, the inauguration of the tenth president at Menlo College commenced. Faculty Senate President Melissa Michelson commented on the “optimism and collaboration between the Menlo College President and faculty.” Student Government President Haley Heryford added that “Menlo College is lucky to have him.” Chair of the Board of Trustees Geir Ramleth called the new president a “special person and a leader.” With these accolades and more, Richard A. Moran was inaugurated.

President Moran said he was “humbled and honored,” and promised to fulfill his new duties “faithfully and to the best of his ability.” He confided that he set his sights on becoming a college president when he was eighteen years old. As a teenager, he purchased a book about college presidents at a library book swap for a quarter. President Moran then displayed the book he has held on to all these years for the time when it would come in handy (although he acknowledged that as the book was published in 1918, it might not be all that useful today).

The president asked the audience to “make Menlo more Menlo.” He rallied the community to work together and be proud. He said the community should think of Menlo College as more than a hidden gem. Menlo College should be held as a leader in Silicon Valley. He concluded that we should keep striving to make the College a better place.

Peter Moore, a video games executive spoke on the importance of resilience, one of the great lessons of life, and one that he stated is embodied by President Moran. His talk included a recitation of the poem “If” by Rudyard Kipling. The ceremony ended with a speech by Kerry Dolan who told tales about the billionaires she has met during her career as the editor of the Forbes Lists of Billionaires. After glowing speeches by Moore and Dolan, the ceremony concluded and the spirited crowd of guests stepped out of the massive tent into a delightful warm afternoon reception replete with bountiful toasts. A splendid time was had by all.
The 2014 Presidential Inauguration

Top, President Richard A. Moran and his wife Carol, and some of his family. Middle, Cian Hughes, Head of Operations ITLG, President Richard A. Moran, John Hartnett, President and founder ITLG, John Stanton, General Partner SVG Ventures. Bottom L to R: Bill Silver, Menlo School CFO, and Kirt Ingram, Sodexo Senior Vice President, and President Moran, who had strict advice for Lenny Romaro ’15.
The 2014 Presidential Inauguration

Top, Ryan Coonan ’15, Regina Hernandez ’17, Stacey Parra ’15, Victor Calvo ’16, MCSG President Haley Heryford, ’15. L to R, fans congratulate the President, golf team members Phillip English ’18, Ashley Diamond ’15, Natalie Leesakul ’16, Starlyn Snitko ’17, bottom, members of the Menlo College baseball team.
The Board of Trustees is very pleased to welcome Richard A. Moran as the tenth president of Menlo College. In Dr. Moran, we found a leader who immediately began engaging staff, faculty, coaches, students, alumni, and friends of the College in a dynamic collaboration – a collaboration that will take us to a new position in the world. Menlo College is at a fantastic place in its evolution. At capacity in our enrollment, we are now in a position to define a unique niche for Menlo in higher education. To further our efforts, we are in the process of expanding our board, which will give us more power to make professional interaction a reality. We also recently launched a “Menlo 2027” planning process to develop a vision for the centennial celebration of Menlo College. It is an exciting time to be part of this institution, and Dr. Moran’s leadership suggests we will fully realize its potential. I encourage all members of our community to take part in our journey.

Best wishes,
Geir Ramleth,
Chair, Board of Trustees
Menlo College

NOMINATIONS FOR BOARD MEMBERSHIP

The Board of Trustees is now accepting nominations for board membership. Individuals who wish to nominate a candidate should submit a letter of inquiry to Menlo College, Office of the President, 1000 El Camino Real Atherton, CA 94027-4301, or via email to hr@menlo.edu.
Enrollment Management Elevates Menlo College to Maximum Capacity
A first in the history of enrollment at Menlo

750 Students
14:1 Student-Faculty Ratio
13% International Students
93% Receive Financial Support
33 Countries
50% Student-Athletes
52% Students of Color

Location The Heart of Innovation

Our People Make us Menlo

Top Rankings

Academic Programs

Campus Life

Student Success

Safe Community

For the first time ever, Menlo College is filled to capacity. When asked how this was accomplished, Holly Dalton, Dean of Enrollment Management replied, “This phenomenal success is due to the small but outstanding teamwork of the faculty, staff, coaches, alumni, and current students who all supported the recruitment effort. The team is focused on admitting high quality students who will thrive on our campus. The community’s commitment to the College brought us a great class of students. I am proud of our achievement, and am excited that the recruitment efforts for next year’s class is already underway!”

Keith Spataro, Athletic Director said, “Our coaches have been highly successful at recruiting because of the collaborative effort between admissions and athletics and because our coaches are extremely good at selecting students that ‘fit’ us and selling them on the great opportunities that Menlo College provides. More importantly, they see the same attractions of Menlo as our current students: winning, academic success, internship opportunities, and job placement.”

“I believe our success is due to the way we approach the students,” said Priscila de Souza, Associate Dean of Enrollment Management. “Menlo’s transition to a focus primarily on business education, achievement of AACSB certification, the Pritzker and Osher gifts, our new president, and our school spirit demonstrated by celebrations such as the inauguration and homecoming have all added to increasing our popularity. In addition, Jessica Ayres, our Director of Financial Aid, worked tirelessly with each student to make it affordable as well as desirable.”

Jessica Ayres said, “Our success was due in large part to the team’s cohesiveness and ability to work together for the common goal. We all help each other; whether it’s folding and stuffing envelopes, taking unscheduled student appointments, answering general questions about another department, or assisting students at the counter. This culture of care for each other’s success is a hallmark of Menlo College. Menlo is a safe, supportive, and open environment that nurtures a team-centered attitude.”

Helping prospective students and their families understand the value of a Menlo College education is a collective undertaking. While the admissions team plays a pivotal role, their success would not be possible without the critical support of alumni, current students, faculty and coaches alike. The personal attention students receive at Menlo College is unrivaled, and the commitment made by members of the community to communicating that message is a key component of the Menlo Advantage.

Christian Franks ’15, Caroline Moreno ’16, Anthony Pitini ’17, Solove Naufahu ’17 at Freshman Orientation in Walker Creek
Interns Making Their Mark on Bay Area Organizations

by Angela Schmiede
Director of Internships

This past summer, Menlo students completed their academic internships in organizations as diverse as Devcon Construction, Boston Private Bank, KPMG, City of Menlo Park, Plug and Play Tech Center, and Hi-Five Sports. Over half of the 63 interns participating in the summer program received job offers from their internship organizations. While Menlo students benefitted from gaining new skills and knowledge and securing their career path after graduation, they also made valuable contributions to the organizations in which they worked. The Internship Program is helping Menlo College create lasting partnerships with organizations throughout Silicon Valley.

Holly Livolsi ’15
Sherwin-Williams

Participating in the Sherwin-Williams Internship Program allowed Holly Livolsi ’15, to work with a team of other interns to create a marketing proposal for a specific client sector. Intern teams from across the nation had the opportunity to travel to Dallas and present their marketing proposals to the corporate vice president of sales. “I am proud to say that out of five divisions, our group took first place,” Holly reported. Her internship supervisor and store manager, Amanda Frey, said, “Working with our Menlo College intern was a great experience. The curriculum that the Menlo students are required to go through in their weekly class allows me to explore my company on a different level with my intern and explain and teach other aspects of the company that are beneficial for understanding all businesses.”

Ashley Rodriguez-Delgadillo ’15
Foundation for a College Education

After accepting a psychology internship at Foundation for a College Education (FCE), an educational non-profit in East Palo Alto, Ashley Rodriguez-Delgadillo ’15, quickly became an indispensable member of the FCE team. “At FCE I was able to independently organize, plan, and conduct focus groups, and create a data analysis report from collected surveys and interviews,” said Ashley, with regard to the project she managed to evaluate FCE’s education programs. Mario DeAnda, director of programs, described the significant impact the project had on FCE: “The project that she undertook at FCE is similar to studies for which research firms charge thousands of dollars…without Ashley, I don’t think that FCE would have been able to complete the project.” Ashley gained a valuable new set of skills through her internship, and added: “I am so much more confident in myself and what I can do.”

Victoria Piazza ’15
Zephyr

As a marketing intern at Zephyr, a test management software firm, Victoria Piazza ’15 received kudos for her ability to manage multiple projects while delivering high quality results on time. One of the projects Victoria managed was a lead generation campaign to reengage old leads in Zephyr’s database. “She took complete ownership of the project, designing the snail mail inserts, calls to action, and landing page workflows,” reported Francis Adanza ’05, director of marketing. He added that, “The Menlo Internship Program is an effective program to prepare students for the real world and help businesses find talent.” Victoria has an offer to join Zephyr full-time when she graduates this May.
World-Class WiFi at Menlo and other IT Updates

by Allan Chen, Chief Information Officer

The Office of IT is excited about a number of major projects over the past several months. The most significant is our new wireless network. We have expanded coverage throughout campus, including outdoors, and increased capacity to handle the growing number of devices that students are bringing to campus. In addition, this network uses the latest protocols, making it among the fastest networks available today. We took the opportunity to redesign the underlying network infrastructure as well. Overall, Menlo College offers a truly world-class network architecture to users on our wireless. This allows us to meet the needs of students, faculty and staff not only today but for years to come.

One of OIT’s main goals is to partner with other departments to advance college goals. To that end, we have supported an initiative in the Admissions office to launch a new recruiting tool that is fully integrated with our existing systems and services. A new payment processing system used by the Business Office will be available for the Spring term, making payment of bills easier for students and parents. With the addition of more project management resources, OIT aims to continue this trend of working with departments to make their work easier, so that everyone can benefit.

OIT looks forward to new projects in the future, including even more enhancements to our wireless network, improvements with our virtual desktop initiative, and continued solidification of our core services.

Menlo Athletics One of 32 NAIA Programs in the Nation to Offer App

Committed to providing fans and supporters with multiple mediums to stay up to date on all the happenings within the department, Menlo College Athletics is thrilled to announce the release of the department’s first ever mobile app. One of just 32 NAIA programs in the nation to offer this feature, the app is now available for download in both the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store. The Menlo College Athletics mobile app provides an optimized user experience on all Apple and Android mobile devices, including tablets, and features up to date news, schedules, videos, stats and the ability to follow live web streaming and live stats within the client. The Menlo College Athletics app is a one-stop location to follow the Oaks on the go and, best of all, it’s free! Download by searching for Menlo College Athletics—iOS.

LiveSafe, Mobile Safety App Enhances Safety

Menlo College has launched a new mobile safety app that provides students and faculty a new channel to get in touch with the authorities. Called LiveSafe, the mobile application helps build a safer campus by providing a fast and efficient channel of communication between students and campus safety officials. Menlo College, already one of the safest campuses in the country, remains committed to maintaining this safety for its students and community.

Leveraging the latest in smartphone technology, LiveSafe transforms the way students respond to threats and safety emergencies. The app’s user-friendly interface makes it easy for people to share information—anonymously, if they wish—and stay updated on any alerts reported in the area.

“We remain committed to maintaining the highest level of safety for students and the community. We want to provide the best tools to keep students safe, and we’re excited about what this new service provides,” said Allan Chen, Chief Information Officer.

Through iPhone and Android devices, users now have the ability to report GPS-tagged information with added picture, video, and audio clips. Additionally, campus authorities are able to send safety alerts to members of the Menlo College community to keep them informed about the latest safety updates.

Learn more by visiting http://www.LiveSafeMobile.com. Type in “LiveSafe” and download the app with the blue shield.
Menlo College is one of 124 institutions The Princeton Review recommends in its “Best in the West” section of its website feature, “2015 Best Colleges: Region by Region.”

“Menlo College is one of the ‘Best in the West’ and I am glad that the listing in The Princeton Review confirms that assessment,” said President Richard A. Moran. “There are few colleges that can match our strong academic base, athletic and leadership opportunities in a small college environment.”

In the profile for Menlo College on its site, The Princeton Review writes “Those interested in Menlo will find a school that “provides a top-notch education and unmatched college experience through their dedication to student needs.” Students praise the professors here for being “approachable and more than willing to help you outside of class time (and teachers who are) able to give individual attention to students and do so with pleasure.”

Founded in 1981, The Princeton Review is a privately-held education services company headquartered in Framingham, MA.
When they came to the clue for 31-down, the crossword puzzle players among the Menlo College community found a bonus while working their way through the New York Times’ puzzle What’s My Line, published on Sunday, July 27, 2014.

The clue? “College in Atherton, Calif.” The answer? As we all know, it’s MENLO!

Thank you author Randolph Ross and editor Will Shortz for including our great College in your work! And for those inspired to tackle the puzzle, all the puzzle’s clues follow. Good luck! We gave you the answer to 31-down. Stuck on any of the others? For help, contact Tina Fairbairn, Menlo’s Director of Alumni & Community Relations at 650.543.3937 or via email at tfairbairn@menlo.edu.
Speaker Series Fall 2014

Melissa Michelson’s POL150 class
Rick DeGolia, Atherton City Council Vice Mayor, Rose Hau, Architect, Mike Lempres, Attorney, Bill Widmer, Atherton City Council member

Melissa Michelson’s POL360 class
Warren Slocum, San Mateo County Supervisor
Richard Gordon, State Assemblyman
Jerry Hill, State Senator

Ron Kovas’s MGT401 “Launching the Venture”
Anton Van Happen, CEO, Ecogreen Autoclean
Salvino Benanti, CEO, Vinicolabbenanti
Dean Foster, CEO, NetSeek
John Mracek, CEO, NetSeek
Brian Levey, CFO, oDESK, formerly CFO eBay
Manny Fernandez, SF Angels
Scott Evars, CEO, Bridgepointe Technologies
Ted Mitchell, Mgr. Dir, Vidler Water
Jamie Keenan, Principal, Keenan Capital
Nat Bowditch, Founder and CEO, Orthohub
Duke Rohlen, Chairman, Advanced Cardiac Therapeutics

Ethics In Action Speaker Series
By Taylor Morrow ’15

The Ethics in Action Speaker Series began in September, featuring three managers from Gap, Inc. The series is a part of Professor Sekerka’s Business Ethics Class, sponsored by the Business Ethics in Action Club and the Ethics in Action Research and Education Center at Menlo College. The purpose of the program is to bring real world experience, expertise, and application of business ethics into the classroom. Silicon Valley professionals discuss how firms incorporate ethics into their culture and performance objectives.

Carina Kern, President of the Business Ethics in Action Club, stated, “The speaker series is a great way for students to learn about ethical practices in the business world. It also gives students the opportunity to learn more about professional environments.”

Leslie Sekerka’s Ethics class
The Gap’s Focus on Corporate Social Responsibility
Arnetta Lee, Manager, Global Integrity, Gap Inc.
Jessica Beane, Manager, Global Integrity, Gap Inc.
Cheryl Olguin, Manager, HR Operations, Gap Inc.

Ethical Challenges in Today’s Workplace
Paula Kutansky Brown, Sr. Corporate Counsel Global Compliance & Litigation, Flextronics

Who Do You Want to be In the World?
Dr. Thomas Plante, Author, Professor, and Psychotherapist
Forensics & Fraud

Christine Davis, Forensics Services Director, DZH Phillips
Organizational and Personal Ethics
Lilia Rose, Senior Corporate Counsel at NetApp Inc.
Ethics is Our Business
Lacey Weiszbrod-Perez, Sr. Director, Global Compliance & Ethics, VISA, Inc.

Dwaine Grove, Director, Global Compliance & Ethics, VISA, Inc.
David Farrell, Vice President, Deputy General Counsel & Chief Compliance Officer, Yahoo!, Inc.

A Twist on Capitalism: Profiting from Unethical Firms
Carson Block, Muddy Waters

Business Ethics: Tales from a Business Traveler
Richard A. Moran, President, Menlo College

Professional Ethics
JB Bush, ValueSelling

Ethics in a Global Firm
Mark Hornor, Associate General Counsel, Vodafone xone, Vodafone US, Inc.

Monday Speaker Series
Ms. Alicia C. Aguirre, Redwood City
Dr. Gary M. Segura, Stanford University
Dr. Corey Fields, Stanford University
John R. Till ’91, Paladin Law Group
Michael Harrison, Sustainametrics

Kelly Crowley, Paralympic Gold Medalist in Two Sports Speaks to Sports Management Classes
By Kelly Hager ’16

Paralympic gold medalist Kelly Crowley came to campus in October to speak in Professor Doug Carroll’s sports management classes, the History of Sport and Sport Organization and Business. As a motivational speaker, Kelly spoke not only about Paralympic sports but also the ability of people to fulfill their potential for swimming, even if they’re not sure what that is. Kelly earned two gold medals in the Athens Paralympic games. Follow-
Kelly Crowley, Paralympic Gold Medalist (continued from page 16)

ing that she also took part in cycling for the U.S. team. While she is undeniably a successful female athlete, the thing that stood out to me while listening to and speaking with her, is her strength as a person. Kelly has refused to let her “funny arm” deter her from completing what most people will never attempt.

After a successful Paralympic and professional athletic career, Kelly began her own national business connecting with sponsors and speaking about the Paralympics. Listening to her presentation, one idea resonated. Whatever limitations a person or an athlete might have, the human spirit prevails. With determination and purpose, a glass ceiling can be broken through, and much can be achieved. Kelly Crowley is truly a positive champion who continues to open doors for others.

A Visit from the Irish Technology Leadership Group

Craig Barrett, former CEO at Intel and Chairman of the Irish Technology Leadership Group, President Richard A. Moran, and John Hartnett, Founder of ITLG, signed a memorandum of understanding between the ITLG and Menlo College in the President’s office in October. The understanding pledges visits by key technology networking leaders, university and student exchanges, intern opportunities and more. The signing preceded a luncheon and professional pitches by top Irish and Irish American technology leaders prior to the conclusion of the 7th annual Silicon Valley Global Awards at Stanford.
Menlo College student Katrina Ford, ‘15 had to do some explaining to bring the concept of a Sustainability Task Force to the College campus. The campus had an electric charging station for electric cars, and Zipcars to help students avoid owning cars, but there wasn’t a program to monitor plastic bottle usage and recycling, or a developed plan to decrease utilities usage.

To initiate her cause, Katrina partnered with Angela Schmiede, Director of Internships at Menlo College, to create Menlo’s Sustainability Task Force (STF). Katrina’s first goal was to encourage students, faculty, and staff to ban the use of plastic bottles on campus. To help educate the campus community, she arranged a viewing of the documentary, “Tapped,” to show that plastic bottles are detrimental to health and the environment. In an effort to support the bottle ban, new filtered water dispensers were installed in several sites so that people can easily fill their own reusable bottles on campus. Katrina’s next project was to organize a group of students to refurbish a squadron of recycling bins. The campus also participated in a ‘lights out’ campaign on Earth Day to increase awareness of the impact of energy conservation.

Sustainability efforts have multiplied since spring as the facilities staff implemented projects including additional water stations, electrical light conversions that have led to a 25% reduction in the number of kilowatt hours used by the College, eco-friendly washing machines, and low-flow dorm showerheads. The cafeteria ordered reusable “to go” boxes for lunches, and the parking staff created a bike pedaling incentive program. In addition, the College lessened its reliance on the public water supply by redirecting its well water for landscaping.

“This year, the students created Living Green, a sustainability club that will implement several educational initiatives to help reduce the use of water, energy, and other resources on campus,” said Dr. Schmiede. Katrina, an entrepreneurship major said, “Sustainability is a worthy outreach effort that not only fosters my dream but significantly impacts and inspires the community.”

In early spring, Menlo College will participate in Campus Conservation Nationals (CCN), the largest electricity and water reduction competition for colleges and universities in the world. In its fifth year, CCN gives a common voice and motivation to hundreds of thousands of students across North America, all working together to reduce consumption and mitigate the impacts of climate change.

We look forward to reducing our environmental footprint through this competition in the spring.
Accounting Students Score Jobs Before Commencement

We’re happy to say that every junior student who had a summer internship received a job offer and every sophomore student received a call back for an internship next summer, announced Menlo College Associate Professor Donna Little. “After a rigorous academic environment, Silicon Valley connections, networking opportunities, and pretty much round the clock advising, on behalf of the faculty and staff, I want to say that we are so proud of our future graduates.” Some of those students included the following:

Ansje-Johanna Bol ’15
“My internship was with Ernst & Young (EY) in the tax department. After the completion of the internship I was offered a full time job. I am very fortunate that the accounting faculty at Menlo not only helped me make connections, but also mentored me through the internship that finally led to my full time offer. The accounting faculty truly make it their mission to go above and beyond their role as professors when it comes to the students’ futures. I am excited to take this next step in my life with the EY family.”

Lauriane Cassou ’15 Accounting
“My job will be at KPMG as an audit first year associate. I am very excited about it because I had a great time during my summer internship, and I am happy to be able to work for this company. The accounting professors at Menlo College played an important role because they sent my resume and cover letter to KPMG and that’s how I got my first interview. They also helped me a lot in getting ready for my interviews and for my internship.”

Ana Escarela ’15, Accounting
Ana has a job with PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) “I’m very excited to start my career with PwC and be independent. The Menlo College Accounting Club held an accounting panel where I met PwC’s partner Tina Knauss.”

Monica Fein ’14, Accounting
Monica Fein will be starting a full-time job at Burr Pilger Mayer, in San Francisco. “I am very excited and confident that BPM is the perfect firm for me to begin my career in accounting. Menlo’s accounting professors commit so much of their own time to helping their students excel. I am grateful to each professor and the dedication they provide to each one of their students.”

Jacob Fohn ’15, Accounting
“I’ll be working for KPMG in the Silicon Valley office in Santa Clara. Menlo has not only prepared me to be successful in the business world, but it has given me a competitive advantage in becoming a better business person. I’m excited to work in the Silicon Valley because of the fast paced business environment bringing new technologies to the market. This will give me a chance to look at new accounting procedures as they are being developed.”

Giuseppe Frattaroli ’15, Double major, Finance and Accounting
“I will be starting a full-time position in September 2015 at Price-waterhouse-Coopers in San Jose, CA. I feel great about this job. As an international student it is a life-time opportunity considering how hard is to get a job nowadays, right out of college (and this is one of the Big Four!). Menlo had recommended me to the firm for an interview for the internship which resulted in this job. Menlo’s accounting program has people with very good connections.”

Jolise Limcaco ’15, Accounting
“My internship at Frank, Rimerman + Co. LLP exposed me to associate responsibilities in the audit, tax, and consulting departments. Every week the recruiting coordinators planned an activity for the internship class such as a day zip lining, a Giants game, a trip to Alcatraz, and a trip to the St. Helena office. I had a great time and I can’t wait to work for this amazing firm that offered me a job. My accounting professors helped students send out resumes to local accounting firms including the Big 4. They also helped us prepare for interviews and for the internship itself.”

Continued on page 20
Six years after launching the Writing Center, Katie Flynn left Menlo College to devote time to her two children and to focus on her writing. Erik Bakke, Writing Center & Intensive English Program Director, continues the rich legacy of helping Menlo students develop their critical thinking, writing, and oral communication skills.

Katie’s upbeat presence and her ability to be at once incisive and thorough are well remembered by students and coworkers alike. She developed a Writing Center that works in concert with other on-campus services and directly addresses the needs of students and faculty. As Erik helps students maximize the benefit of working one-on-one with peer and professional tutors and presents in-class workshops to prepare students for specific writing demands, he looks to engage further with faculty and staff in educating students to be active thinkers and strong communicators.

The Writing Center will continue to offer a rich array of services, in addition to support on writing assignments. With an eye to students’ professional futures, the Writing Center’s oral communication specialist assists students as they prepare for interviews and presentations. An ESL specialist helps English language learners navigate the challenges of writing and communicating in English. Each semester, sessions are held at the Writing Center to help all students prepare for the English Proficiency Exam, a graduation requirement.

Erik Bakke greatly appreciates Katie Flynn’s generous tutelage over the last couple of years and is thrilled to continue to grow the Writing Center she set in dynamic motion. The Menlo community wishes Katie great success in her other life as a writer of fiction, and Erik looks forward to seeing you all in the Writing Center.

---

**New Leadership for the Writing Center**

---

**Accounting Students Score Jobs Before Commencement**

Continued from page 19

**Mata Tagaloa ’15, Accounting**

Mata will be working at PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) in San Jose, as an Assurance Associate after he graduates from Menlo College. “I am excited to learn in a Big 4 accounting firm environment, and look forward to starting. The accounting professors here work extremely hard to help accounting students, and I couldn’t have done it without their help.”

**Alex Tenorio ’15, Accounting Major**

Alex has a full time job offer with Moss Adams LLP in Los Angeles, CA. “I’m blessed to work in a fast paced environment with so much opportunity for success. Moss Adams caught my eye my sophomore year when I struck up a conversation with a Partner from the San Francisco office.”

**Michael Urcia ’15, Accounting Major**

“My internship at Armani­no in San Jose led to a full­time job. The internship helped me use the things I learned in class and apply them to my job as an auditor. There was no better feeling than entering my senior year with a job for after I graduate. Without my professors and the internship department here at Menlo College, I would not be in the position I am in right now. My professors prepared me for life after college. The things I learned in the classroom helped me succeed in my internship.”
Pauline Fatien, Associate Professor

After a summer of adventures abroad, Dr. Fatien returned to Menlo to teach Organizational Behavior, introducing new experiential programs like the Intergalactic Conference, as well as Empirical Research to guide students through a demanding research journey. After participating in the Orientation Retreat with Monica Montanari as partner, she began the Transition to College Class and works weekly with freshmen on how to excel as a student at Menlo College. Following the GSAEC Conference hosted at Menlo in March 2014, Dr. Fatien was invited to join the Editorial Board of the Journal of Psychological Issues in Organizational Culture. Her latest publications include “Educating Coaching to Power Dynamics: Managing Multiple Agendas Within the Triangular Relationships” co-authored with Dima Louis, published last July in the Journal of Psychological Issues in Organizational Culture, as well as “The Coaching Continuum. Power Dynamics in the Change Process” co-authored with Dr. Kathi Lovelace, to be published in the International Journal of Work Innovation. She adds that she loves the new format of the weekly Menlo Campus News where she gets a chance to see some of her former students perform!

Cheryl Collins, Technical Services Librarian & College Archivist

In July, Cheryl Collins was selected to attend and completed the Western Archives Institute held at the University of California, Riverside. The Western Archives Institute is two weeks of intensive training in archive management and is sponsored by the Society of California Archivists and the California State Archives. The cohort of eighteen professional archivists learned about records management, arrangement and description, preservation, acquisitions, appraisal, reference, photographs, electronic records, and grant funding. The program also included behind the scenes tours of the Huntington Library, Riverside Metropolitan Museum, National Archives at Riverside, and the A.K. Smiley Library.

Teri Thomas, Director of Student Leadership and Activities

Teri Thomas’ article, “Leadership and Personality” was published in the Campus Activities Programming, Back to School 2014 issue. Teri, formerly the Director of Student Activities at the Prescott Campus of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, provides leadership and oversight in the planning and implementation of leadership development programs, educational and social activities, and the overall student engagement experience. “I’m so pleased that Teri has joined the Office of Student Affairs,” said Yasmin Lambie-Simpson, Dean of Student Affairs. “Her experience is already proving to be valuable in building a rich leadership program for our students.”

Michael Durrigan, Adjunct Professor

In Fall 2014, Dr. Durrigan rejoined the Menlo College adjunct faculty and family after 20 years (he first taught mathematics at Menlo College in 1994.) He is instructing 3 mathematics courses: M101 Intermediate Algebra, M102 College Algebra and a 1 unit research course in M101. In addition to teaching courses at Menlo, he is a part time school-based internment therapist at Campbell Middle School. He also has a private practice where he tutors and mentors both gifted and challenged high school students in mathematics and statistics. His hobbies include competing in senior level Ballroom Dance.
Melissa R. Michelson, Professor of Political Science at Menlo College and a nationally recognized expert on Latino Politics, has published a new book: *Living the Dream, New Immigration Policies and the Lives of Undocumented Latino Youth*. She wrote *Living the Dream* with Maria Chávez, Associate Professor of Political Science at Pacific Lutheran University and Jessica L. Lavariega Monforti, Associate Professor and Associate Dean of the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences at the University of Texas-Pan American. Michelson’s previous work includes the award-winning book *Mobilizing Inclusion* (2012), describing her research on voter turnout in minority communities.

In *Living the Dream*, the authors relay the real-life stories of 101 undocumented Latino youth currently living in the United States, in four different states. While many undocumented immigrants in the U.S. are adults who made conscious decisions to live here without legal documentation, others were children who were brought to America by their families and have lived in the U.S. for the majority of their lives. These youth are often nicknamed DREAMers after the DREAM Act (The Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act), a measure first proposed in 2001 to regularize the status of these youth. The DREAMers label is evocative of the concept of The American Dream, and the idea that children brought to this country by their parents should have the opportunity to pursue that dream. Instead, DREAMers live on the margins of society, in limbo, waiting to see if they will be allowed to stay and pursue their dreams.

Jose (a pseudonym), one of the DREAMers, notes in the book, “We don’t know what is gonna happen. You know, we don’t have that—we’re living in the moment, we’re living day-by-day. You know, we may get deported next year, we may get deported in five years. So how can you make a plan or plan your life in the next ten years if you don’t know where you are going to be.”

In July 2012, President Barack Obama issued an executive action, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), which granted some DREAMers two-year deferrals of any deportation action as well as work permits. Using interviews conducted just after that announcement, this book tells DREAMers’ stories and discusses how immigration law, including DACA, is shaping the lives and political attitudes and behaviors of these young Latinos. The book provides an historical and economic argument for the passage of the DREAM Act, and for creating just, fair, and inclusive immigration policies.

Linda Smith, New Dean of Library Services

Linda Smith was recently appointed Dean of Library Services. Linda, who has worked at Menlo College since 2005, was previously the Associate Dean of Library Services. Linda has an M.S.L.I.S., University of Illinois, and a B.A., Western Illinois University. She recently presented “The Story of the Bowman Library Research Skills Tutorial” a workshop presentation with Lisa Velarde, and Sarah Clatterbuck at the Northern and Central California Psychology Libraries 2014 meeting on Instruction Tools and Technologies, at Palo Alto University. She was awarded PRIMO Site of the Month from the Association of College & Research Libraries for the Bowman Library Research Skills Tutorial, which she co-authored with Lisa Velarde, Cheryl Collins, Anne Linvill, and William H. Walters in December 2013.
Leaders, managers, and employees at every level of the organization need to establish a workplace where responsibility, accountability, and doing the right thing are genuinely valued and practiced. Professor Sekerka’s book serves as a guide for managers, taking a focused look at the science of ethics training and best practices, areas for concern, specific techniques, application outcomes, how to cultivate an ethical work environment and considering where opportunities for additional research reside.

Managers and practitioners reading her book will garner specific trends and useful techniques that can inform, guide, and improve efforts to build ethical awareness and effective ethical decision-making within their organizations. Academic scholars will find “Ethics Training in Action” useful as well, providing insight as to where additional research and empirical work is needed.

For students at Menlo, “The information in the book is based on a moral strength-based model, which is shared conceptually as well as experientially in the Business Ethics course,” said Professor Sekerka. “The Balanced Experiential Inquiry process is an activity that our Menlo students actually engage in, a technique employed to instigate ethical reflection and dialogue (and now used in a variety of organizational settings, including business, government, and the military).

Professor Sekerka states, “Key components from the book that show how to build an ethical organization, like targeting a triple bottom line approach to business (caring for people, planet and profit), help students understand what it means to perform with corporate social responsibility. Students discuss and grapple with issues presented in the book, such as: cross-cultural ethics, how to create safe spaces for ethical discourse and reporting, what it means to give voice to one’s values, how to be a servant leader, and staying mindful of salient concerns like bullying in the workplace.”

Professor Sekerka says, “Menlo students benefit from this type of scholarship because it helps them learn about a more proactive approach to business ethics. Rather than assuming a typical reactionary stance, waiting for problems to emerge, our students get a better understanding of what ethical strength in an organizational setting really means.”
A special book that Menlo alumni will want to own
by Pamela Gullard

Alumni reminiscences and photos highlight the narrative, bringing each era alive and showing the affection students hold for Menlo College decades after they graduate.

ORDER ONLINE: www.menlo.edu/through-the-gates
Professor Ron Kovas’ entrepreneurship capstone class, Launching a Venture, recently welcomed guest speaker Salvino Benanti, CEO of Benanti Winery in Mount Etna, Italy. In his presentation titled, “Re-launching a Venture,” Benanti defined issues that he and his brother Antonio faced when they inherited Benanti Winery, a business that was started in 1988 by their father, Giuseppe Benanti who has a passion for fine wine.

Salvino reviewed their decisions on restructuring; dealing with the economic downturn in Italy; focusing on international markets; coming to terms with the credit crunch, and the absence of a venture capital/private equity culture.

The Benanti brothers were educated in Switzerland and London where they spent many years working in finance before they joined their father’s winemaking business.

When Giuseppe Benanti began the wine business, the grapes grown in the area were considered to be “obscure” grapes, since they weren’t grown elsewhere and the Etna Appellation was not well-known. The 11,000 foot Mount Etna is an active volcano near the sea in Sicily, Italy. The volcanic soil found there is similar to the soil found in the Napa and Sonoma wine country.

Giuseppe Benanti is credited with being the pioneer of winemaking on Mount Etna. Since the start of Benanti, many small vineyards have developed in Etna because of their regional branding for a global market. The Benanti Winery possesses international notoriety and has won numerous awards for their wine, including the 2007 Italian Winery of the Year, and a 2012 Top 100 Winery in the USA. Their wines are mentioned in top trade publications such as Decanter, Wine & Spirits, Wine Spectator, and Wine Enthusiast.

Since joining the winery in 2012, Salvino and Antonio Benanti have implemented a successful re-launch strategy. Focusing on their core Etna wines, they generated cash for infrastructure and working capital; reduced the supply chain complexity in a slow moving domestic market; hired a distributor instead of managing a sales force; employed an enthusiastic younger generation; invested in international sales expansion activities; and created new revenue lines to increase liquidity. Compared to 2012, in 2014 their sales are up 50% and their exports are up 100%. The consensus within the global wine world is that under the supervision of Salvino and Antonio, the Benanti wines have retained exactly the same classic, elegant style that has always been at the heart of their father Giuseppe’s approach to winemaking.

“My father’s good idea at Benanti Winery has never changed,” said Salvino. “It’s the change in our team that has allowed the winery to become a viable opportunity. My advice to others in the same situation is don’t be afraid to make decisions. Make your venture your only job, and don’t attempt to juggle it with other careers. Have a clear strategy and tell the world what you’re doing.”
A two-minute opening statement, ninety-second questions, and a short closing statement were the tight parameters placed on the four candidates for the Town of Atherton when they discussed the election issues at the Candidates Forum at Menlo College. Adding to these challenges, people had to miss the World Series Game playoff to attend the event. Kennedy Tanaka, student at Menlo College introduced the four candidates, and emphasized the need for the community and College to “embrace” each other. Incumbent candidates included Rick DeGolia, who won a special election last year to fill a partial term, and Bill Widmer, first elected in 2010. Also running are Mike Lempres and Rose Hau.

Opened statements included:

DeGolia: “The opportunity for the town and College to work together is rich, like a diamond in the rough.” He highlighted the civic center project and a telecommunications network for Atherton residents as opportunities that might include student involvement.

Hau explained that she received her degree in architecture from UC Berkeley and that she has lived in Atherton for 22 years. For many years, she had been asked to run, but she chose to do it this election term because her “background supports” the four master plans going into place, including the town center.

Lempres urged students to feel that they are full-time residents in the community of Atherton. “One person can make the difference,” he said. El Camino Real safety is one of his priority issues, which he decided to act upon when he realized that it was unsafe for his daughter to commute to school on her bike. He is opposed to the rail.

Widmer referred to his past civic record as mayor and vice mayor, the speeches he has made at Constitution Day festivities at Menlo College in years past, and the ADAP plan disaster preparedness events that he worked on with Menlo College alumni Hanna Malak.

When asked what they thought of adding more students to the 750 limit placed on the College by the Town of Atherton, the candidates said,

DeGolia: “If you want more students, let it be known by deepening your student relationship with the Town. Communicate the issues that are important to you. There are rich resources to take advantage of and pursue.”

Hau: “The Town of Atherton’s response to size is about, “traffic, traffic, traffic. Demographics are changing, and schools are growing. It is incumbent for residents to work with it.” She added that the College would need to prove to the town with alternative transportation options such as bike, bus, and shuttle that increasing the population would not be a problem.

Lempres: The size issue would concern “working as good neighbors do. The town wants a successful college that they can be proud of.”

Widmer: “Traffic is the big obstacle for neighbors,” and he explained that an environmental impact study would be necessary.

Other questions including an allegation that there were issues of police harassment of students (candidates said they needed more information), an inquiry about the restriction on night games (noise and lights are the key factors), a query about how to connect with the Town of Atherton (get involved, and taking a look at what Stanford does), and how to encourage a growth of business in Atherton (connect with fellow students and innovate) all met with congenial responses.

In closing statements, the candidates added,

DeGolia: “If you take a risk, sometimes you fail but sometimes you succeed. Take the risk! Beyond the election, get involved with the Town community and be responsive. If you have an internship idea, send it to me. Vote and reach out!”

Hau reminded the audience of her years of project-oriented background, and reminded them that voting is critical. “Be creative and develop friendships so you can do something that is interesting. Make connections while you are here (at College).”

Lempres: “Wherever you are, commit yourself to fully being there. One of the ways to do it is to vote. Let’s work to make it better.”

Widmer: “I have thirty-four years of business experience as a fiscally responsible conservative. You can look at the records to evaluate what I said I’d do and what I did.”
We’re proud of our students and all they do represent Menlo College. To bring some Menlo pride to campus, we selected some great Menlo students of the past and present years to adorn the campus lightposts. The banners above illustrate a sampling of some great students, but not all great students, since we don’t have 750 light posts to feature everyone!

Included are alumni such as entrepreneur Anton van Happen ’08 whose international business Eco Green Auto Clean is flourishing • Andrew Young, Sales Consultant at Caltronics Business Systems • Andre DeSayvre ’11, working for Tesla in Paris • Jonathan Ochoa ’12, an inventory planner, at The Honest Company • Mika Mendoza ’13, a member of the Stanford University Athletics Fan Experience Game Day Staff • Donovan Bonner ’14, former intern with the SF49ers, now in law school at Northwestern • and Quynh Anh Nguyen Tran ’11, a New Media Director at Sun Flower Media, Ltd., Vietnam. Monica Fein ’15, Assurance Intern at Burr Pilger Mayer already has a job waiting for her in the spring when she graduates. All in all, an incredible bunch!
Class Notes

1950s
Jon Galt Bowman ‘55 and his wife Anne visited campus to see 85 Artist | 85 Years of Menlo.
Howard E. Mason Jr. ’57 has always supported alumni events, and he came back to pour wine at Homecoming 2014. George Irvin ‘59 and his wife Ella attended the reception in Calistoga, where they met President and Mrs. Moran, who gave a stunning tour of their beautifully restored mansion.

1960s
John Howe ’60 stays in touch as he and Sue are happily enjoying retirement in Bellingham, WA.
Peter Mansfield ’64 is busy volunteering for his neighborhood association, after a stretch of accounting projects.
William Rossi ’67, owner of Rossi Painting and Decorating, has built a strong company with the distinction of lasting a long time serving the needs of the Bay Area. With a fleet of seven vans, his business has thrived in larger projects for offices and multiple dwellings.
John Pratt ’69 has returned to Bethesda MD after working for ARAMCO in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

1970s
John H. Peters M.D. ’71 and his wife Laurie attended the Calistoga reception, and Laurie’s Holmes’ Vineyard is just a short distance away. Dr. Peters is a professor at the UC Davis med school and he works at the VA Hospital in Sacramento.
Robert Blair Mack ’74 is a loyal Oaks fan, especially in football season, sitting near the 50 yard line near the announcer’s booth.

1980s
Larry López ’84 flew in from Perth, Australia to be with his family at the 6th Annual Señor Carlos López Memorial Soccer Tournament. After 17 years at Silicon Valley Bank, Larry is now a Partner with Australian Venture Consultants, with extensive experience in strategic planning. He is a regular speaker at industry conferences, and has extensive experience working with government agencies and the media.

1990s
John Till ’91, environmental attorney and Partner of Paladin Law Group and Michael Harrison, Principal at EnviroAssets, Inc. and Partner at Sustainametric, a nonprofit organization promoting environmental engineering and clean energy, have been asked to speak on campus in November for the Executive Speaker Series at Menlo College, a promise he made to Señor.

Benjamin Kopf III ’79 continues to remember Menlo in many generous ways. He serves on the SBA Advisory Board, gave a major sponsorship for Menlo College’s Homecoming, and personally helped a Menlo student during a summer internship.

Tony Borba ’85 has been the Medical Group Administrator at Kaiser Permanente Hospital in Redwood City, CA for the last eighteen months. Tony has focused much of his concentration and efforts on December, 2014, culminating with the grand opening of their newly remodeled hospital facility.

Andreas Strieve ’86, owner of Gallery M, which specializes in fine woodwork designs and products in Half Moon Bay, continues to be committed to Menlo’s soccer program. You can always count on Andi to bring the keg of Austrian beer, which he and generous tournament sponsor Karl Buder ’66 thoroughly enjoy sharing with the soccer fans and friends of Carlos López. John Rooke ’88 has a long trek from Granite Bay to his job as a Partner at San Francisco Reps, LLC, based in Hayward, CA. John is known for his passion for soccer and this year, he will once again lead the soccer alumni, students and fans in a rousing song at the end of the Señor Carlos López Memorial Soccer Tournament.

John believes strongly that bolstering the camaraderie all decades of alumni soccer players ensures the continued success of the program here at Menlo College, a promise he made to Señor.

John H. Peters M.D. ’71 and his wife Laurie attended the Calistoga reception, and Laurie’s Holmes’ Vineyard is just a short distance away. Dr. Peters is a professor at the UC Davis med school and he works at the VA Hospital in Sacramento.

Melissa Blankenship ’92 is the current Chair of the Menlo College Alumni Council, traveling to campus from Seattle for quarterly meetings. In her job at Capitol Hill Housing, Melissa is the public records officer, executive assistant and office manager. The College is most grateful to Melissa for extending her warmth and effective leadership to the alumni, with the purpose of building a sustainable base for alumni involvement through alumni chapters around the nation and world.

Christopher Garrett ’95, owner of Devil’s Canyon Brewery, established his business as a premier Bay Area microbrewery. Since 2001, Devil’s Canyon Brewery has won over 35 awards for their craft beers and
received the 2009 “People’s Choice” award at the San Francisco International Beer Festival. San Francisco Bay Area A-List readers voted Devil’s Canyon “Favorite Bay Area Brewery” in 2013 and “Best Bay Area Beer Bar” in 2014. For three years in a row, Devil’s Canyon has been the beer of choice at Menlo College’s Homecoming Alumni Tailgate, with many thanks to Chris and his wife for their generous sponsorships.

2000s

Zamir Amin ’02 and Nathan Jackson ’02 returned to campus for Homecoming 2014, helping out with the beer and wine samples at the tailgate. Zamir is Team Lead and Manager at Defense Training Systems in Tracy, CA. Nate Jackson, former Denver Bronco, is the author of Slow Getting Up, a candid description of life as a NFL player. Zamir and Nate held the remarkable record of 731 passing yards in a single game at any NCAA level of football.

Kyle Lechleitner ’02 and Rick Lechleitner ’04 created a page on Fundrazr, # FitRickStrong, as a way for family, friends and loved ones to show love and support for their dad, Richard Lechleitner, in his fight against brain cancer. The family held a fundraiser, which was sold out, at Nick’s in Half Moon Bay. Masayo Mikami ’03 has had a fantastic year of traveling through Europe. She works as a Sr. Paralegal at Robert Bosch Healthcare Systems, Inc., dealing with intellectual property in healthcare and medical devices. Masayo visited Menlo recently, visiting her friends in the Finance Office.

Piper Stangl St. Hill ’04, Monitoring Analyst at TriplePoint Capital, has been a knowledgeable resource for students planning their internships and careers. She offered her experience at the Welcome Back Dinner for all students, most notably, on how to plan, network and make good decisions in job choices. Piper and her husband just had a baby.

Veronika Tokareva ’05 has been a Treasury Analyst at Juniper Networks, dropped by to reconnect with Menlo during the summer. Brad Awaya ’06 serves on the Accountancy Advisory Board at Menlo. He’s currently the Revenue Accounting Manager for Silver Spring Networks in Redwood City. Brad is also marketing and developing the OurTeam app, a free mobile social sports app for parents, players and fans to manage their sports activities and build a vibrant community for their team. Visit Brad’s start-up at www.OurTeamApp.com and sign up for a free account.

As a Homecoming 2014 sponsor, Brad showed OurTeam’s fan feature that allows students and alumni of Menlo to follow and support our football team, stay updated with game results while snapping and sharing photos among fans. Brad is available at brad@ourteamapp.com. Ed Proctor ’08 has been Assistant Superintendent, Cable Car Division, SFMTA for nearly two years, and previous to this position he was Superintendent of Bus Transportation with SamTrans. During that time, Ed was Chief Officer for a labor union representing the bus operators and maintenance employees employed by San Mateo County Transit District which also included the paratransit drivers employed by MV Tranportation to operate SamTrans Redi Wheels buses.

He and his wife Odette kindly volunteered to pour wine at the 2014 Alumni Tailgate. Anton van Happen ’08 CEO, Eco Green Auto Clean continues to expand his distribution of product lines which introduces users to water efficient cleaning. Eco Green Auto Clean product division designs, formulates, manufactures, markets and is selling biodegradable waterless car wash products. The service division consists of an eco-friendly green car wash location that offers hand car wash and detailing for a reasonable price, and offers a waterless solution.

Candace Cook Threlfell ’09 had a dream which came true. She found a way to become a Forensic Evidence Technician at a private crime laboratory, responsible for providing technical and administrative support and evidence handling duties at Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc. Candace offered her experience in finding that career path to students at Orientation 2014. Thomas Forbes ’11 dropped by for lunch one day, during a business trip to the Bay Area. He’s situated in the Los Angeles area, where he is a financial representative at Northwestern Mutual.

2010s

Vinnie Levine ’10 and Erik Rasmussen ’12 have been outstanding resources for Menlo students, as they combine their love of sports and the skills learned from football with their job as recruiters for the largest human resources firm in the world, Randstad Technologies, matching the needs of larger tech companies with clients. Erik specializes in services for Cisco Systems. These alums keep Menlo athletes and alumni in mind for recruitment opportunities and internships. Erin Bedell ’13 is an Account Manager at The Creative Group, a division of Robert Half Company. She specializes in placing interactive, design and marketing talent with a variety of start-ups, small- to-medium businesses, and large companies on a project and full-time basis. Erin spoke with returning students during Orientation Week on the advantages of internships and how she quickly progressed in her career.

Lorenzo Lato ’13 does more than his job title indicates. He was hired as the Operations Manager at Cloud4Wi, an Italian owned startup in San Francisco that plans to expand quickly in the coming year. Cloud4Wi provides an innovative cloud platform for managing and monetizing Wi-Fi services. He handles nearly every aspect of the company’s finances, human resources and marketing.

Nadia Le ’13, is Commerce Marketing Assistant for Cafepress in Foster City. She’s also taking courses at the Art Institute in San Francisco. At Homecoming, Nadia played in the alumni softball game with former teammates Jessica Cobbs ’12, and Patricia Davidson ’14. Shawn Winters ’13 missed Homecoming 2014 because of a scheduled trip to Mexico, but he’s a great fan of the Oaks. We do remember his time on the grid with Angel Jimenez ’14. Shawn is Sales Development Representative at GetPantheon in the information technology industry. Malik Dunbar-Livingston ’14 got a full-time internship with Sprint this past summer as a consultant for business solutions.
ALUMNI CALENDAR WINTER 2014 /SPRING 2015

NOV 1  Señor Carlos López Memorial Soccer Tournament | Menlo College hosted its 6th Annual Carlos López Memorial Soccer tournament in honor of Señor López, our beloved Coach and Professor. The event was preceded by a double header home game for both men’s and women’s soccer teams, and an alumni game at 3:00pm, Wunderlich Field. A men's soccer alumni dinner was held on Friday, October 31.

NOV 10  Menlo Connect Day | Menlo Connect Day is the major annual event on the Menlo Campus. The program originated in the 1970s as a means for Menlo students to interact with alumni and business community leaders. Brawner/Dining Hall, 9 am.

FEB 23  Monday Night Speaker Series | Dr. Allyson Hobbs, Stanford University. Russell Center, 7–8 pm.

MAR 2  Monday Night Speaker Series | Dr. Marcela García-Castañon, San Francisco State University

MAR 28  Preview Day | The Office of Admissions hosts an annual Preview Day. The recruiting event presents a general overview and provides an opportunity to discover what Menlo is about. Dining Hall, TBA.

MAR 28  Preview Day | Share in the Aloha spirit of an authentic Luau with Hawaiian food, music and dances performed by members of the Menlo College Hawaii Club. Haynes Prim Pavilion, 4 pm.

MAY 9  Commencement 2015

In Memoriam

Menlo College extends its deepest sympathy to the families and loved ones of the following dearly departed alumni:

H. Treat Cafferata ’55
Richard Shirley Calender ’48
Walter H. Field ’44
Rev. John J. Hancock ’39
Andreas Hauer ’64
James F. Jackson ’56
Gary R. Jacobs ’72
Ralph William Kalish ’70
Carl H. Marcoux ’48
Leland C. Scheu ’49

Announcing a new version of IntroMaps

Menlo alumni will soon be able to use a LinkedIn login as well as their registered personal email and username to gain access to IntroMaps.com, our online alumni directory. This new version uploads faster maps, and allows the user to create an IntroMaps profile. Alumni will benefit globally from streamlined posting of news, job announcements, and local contacts. Please send an email to advancement@menlo.edu to ask for assistance in setting up your account if you haven’t done so already.

Professor Howard T. East Jr., History

Carolyn Dyer, his daughter, wrote: “Howie passed away peacefully at home, in Roseburg, OR on June 28, 2014. He had renal kidney failure. Always of strong spirit, he turned 91 twelve days prior to passing. He rests at Wrigley Field, home of his beloved Chicago Cubs. I’m enclosing a quote from a Menlo student of his from the late 1960’s or early 70’s. He summed it up well, “What can you say about a man who loved learning, laughter, and life except I’m a better person for having known Howie.” Joe Braun ’67

“Dr. East was a fun, lovable guy. I remember cooking at their place in San Mateo… a few of us cooked an array of Asian appetizers for him and Marge and a few guests. I saw him at football games, always with such a big heart, great sense of humor, wearing the colorful Hawaiian shirts and Panama hat. He will be missed! He was a unique professor, beloved by our students and faculty alike.” -Tina Fairbairn, Alumni Director
2014 Alumni Tailgate

Top: Alumni at the tailgate tent. Middle, alumni wore an array of Menlo shirts. Bottom left, Tony Borba and President Richard Moran. Middle right, Odette Proctor, center, with volunteers Yang Su ’15 and Jiobei Li ’18. Below, former Menlo football coach, Fred Guidici, Joey Risi, Jake Oliver, and Jason Passanisi.

PHOTOS: DOUG PECK PHOTOGRAPHY
THANK YOU
To Our Tailgate Sponsors

Carl Akins, Akin Estate Wine
Brad Awaya, OurTeam
Frances Mann-Craik ’76, Addison Marketing
Chris Garrett ’95, Devil’s Canyon Brewing Company
Blake Nino ’07, First Investors
Trey Beffa & Beffa Family, K&L Wines
Fresh Point Produce
Benjamin Kopf ’79,
Towne Ford/ Hopkins Acura
Tony Borba ’85
Darren Leva, IntroMaps
Hanna Malak ‘12, American Red Cross
Rob Rius ’01, Wolfe-Rius, Morgan Stanley
Posh Bakery
Sodexo
Alex Jimenez, You-Camp Fitness
Mary Yates ’06 & Todd Jones ’06
Yates Family Vineyard
The Hall of Fame inductees were introduced to the crowd during Halftime. PHOTOS: MENLOOAKSSPORTS.COM

35/14!

MENLO COLLEGE vs. ARIZONA CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
Homecoming week kicked off on Monday, October 6, when Student Affairs and the Student Government hosted a Bonfire Pep Rally, powder puff football game, movie night, a magician, and other theme-related events. These activities were followed by the Homecoming football game, and a dance on the Menlo Campus quad.

PHOTO ABOVE:MENLOOAKSSPORTS.COM, PHOTO BELOW: DOUG PECK PHOTOGRAPHY
Menlo College Athletics welcomed six new members who span nearly four decades of competition from 1966 to 2005 into its Hall of Fame.

Maria Gomez, Women’s Basketball 2001-05
Maria Gomez was named Cal Pac Freshman of the year in 2000-01. She helped the team to a 59-48 overall record and 48-23 mark in Cal Pac play during her career. Gomez was named a First Team All-Cal Pac selection following her senior season in 2005. She ranked in the top ten in 14 different career categories and top five in two single-season categories. The Nipomo, California native ranks tops in program history with 100 games started and is fourth in games played with 107 where she accumulated 828 points (fourth all-time), pulled down 470 rebounds (fourth all-time), doled out 318 assists (second all-time) and posted 189 steals (second all-time). Gomez ranks first all-time in single season field goal percentage for her 2003-04 season in which she shot 61% from the field.

Kari Shimomura, Volleyball 2002-06
Kari Shimomura (Honolulu, Hawaii) posted a remarkable career from 2002-06 in which she was a four-time All-Cal Pac selection and led the team to back-to-back conference championships in 2004 and 2005. During the 2004 season, Shimomura led the squad to a 20-4 overall record and a perfect 17-0 mark in Cal Pac play. They followed it up with a 13-1 mark within the conference the next season to claim a second-straight title. Under Hall of Fame Head Coach Bill Imwalle and the stellar play of Shimomura, the Oaks finished 68-42 overall and 50-5 in conference play during her four-year career.

Melissa Hara, Softball 2001-04
Melissa Hara helped the Oaks softball team to one of the most winning stretches in program history from 2001-04 where she broke nearly every single-season offensive record. In total, Hara currently ranks first in four different single-season categories including: at-bats (134), hits (57), runs (40) and stolen bases (25). Additionally, she ranks in the top ten in seven different career categories including: second in career at-bats (440), fourth in batting average (.374), second in hits (169), first in runs (97), first in stolen bases (48), seventh in RBIs (40) and second in games played (132). Hara helped the Oaks to two 28+ win seasons and 87 total wins—the second-most during any four-year stretch in program history.

Mike Simmons, Football 1972-74
Mike Simmons split his time as both a starting quarterback and safety for the Oaks football team from 1972-74 under legendary head coach Ray Solari. He twice netted All-League honors while helping the team to back-to-back 7-3 seasons. Both seasons he was named an All-Coast Conference Defensive Team selection and was honored as the team’s Most Valuable Player following the 1973 campaign. Following his two-year career as an Oak, Simmons played defensive back at U.C. Riverside from 74-75 where he led the team to back-to-back California Collegiate Athletic Association titles and was an Honorable Mention all-CCAA selection in 1975, when he was named the team’s most valuable defensive player.

Bill LeBlanc, Baseball & Football 1966-68
Bill LeBlanc, a Woodside High alum, served as the Oaks backstop for two seasons, handling the catching duties of fellow 2014 Hall of Fame inductee Mike Bettega. LeBlanc netted CCJC honors in 1967 and first team CCJC honors in 1968. LeBlanc lettered in both Football and Baseball during his two-year tenure at Menlo, and was named a football team captain by Head Coach Bo Molenda during that span. Additionally, he was twice named the department’s Glen E. Dorst award winner which honors all-around sportsmanship.

Mike Bettega, Baseball & Football 1966-68
Mike Bettega was both a baseball and football player at Menlo. Exceling on the mound, Bettega was named a second team CCJC selection in both 1967 & 68, and on two different occasions took a no-hitter past the sixth inning including 10 innings of no-hit ball pitched in a March 1968 11-inning win over Hartnell. He pitched Menlo to five of its six league wins in 1968, a year in which he was also fourth in the conference in total yards gained as the Oaks’ quarterback. Bettega was named the College’s Best Athlete in 1968. He was the first player drafted in Major League Baseball’s First Year Player Draft when he was chosen by the New York Mets in the 36th round in 1968.
Former Men’s Soccer Player Craig Making his Mark on the Sports Industry

by Aaron Gillespie
Sports Information Director

Menlo College students have a myriad of opportunities to improve during their time on campus. Whether it be academically, athletically, or within the community, Menlo College offers hands on experience for those seeking it. Former Men’s Soccer player Ian Craig ’13 transferred those skills to a blossoming career in professional sports.

Within just a year after graduating, Craig secured, and succeeded, in internships with Major League Soccer’s (MLS) San Jose Earthquakes in both Merchandise and Ticket Sales. Through hard work and networking, Craig continued his rise in the industry and recently relocated to Chicago to accept a position as a Group Ticket Sales Representative with the Chicago Fire.

His ability to network in the industry can be directly attributed to his time as a student-athlete at Menlo College.

“The great thing about Menlo was, coming out of high school, I always wanted to work in sports and play college soccer. Menlo gave me the opportunity to do both,” noted Craig. “I met several people here that worked in the industry and gave me a lot of insight on how to advance myself and stand out from other people.”

It all started, according to Craig, during the annual Men’s Soccer Alumni Game when he met alum Victor Rico ’09 who was working with the Earthquakes at the time. Weeks later, Craig had multiple interviews for internships and eventually landed a place on the Merchandise team.

“It’s weird how one conversation can change your life,” said Craig of his chat with Rico.

Just months into his experience with the Fire, Craig has grown in his role, built a network and even carved out time for a two week trip to the World Cup where he traveled to Rio de Janeiro and El Salvador and watched three matches.

Craig plans to continue to progress within the MLS and eventually work for an European club to garner valuable experience that he hopes to bring back to the U.S. to help continue in the growth of the sport.

Playing soccer at the college level, while receiving a great education in his desired major of Sports Management, made Menlo College the perfect fit for Craig.

“Sports Management and the soccer experience were huge for my career.”

Menlo College student-athletes are a talented group of individuals. They posted a phenomenal year in 2013-14 and are off to a stellar start in 2014-15.

Last season, over 50% of all student-athletes held a GPA of 3.0 or better and eight of the department’s 13 programs were honored by the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) as Scholar Teams for maintaining a GPA of 3.0 or greater. In 2013-14, seven student-athletes earned a place on the Capital One/CoSIDA Academic All-District list and three went on to claim Capital One/CoSIDA Academic All-American honors – all firsts in school history. Ten of 15 resident advisors and nine of 13 student government members participated on athletic teams. Each student-athlete completed a minimum of 30 hours of community service during the season.

Athletically, the department posted a 124-101-4 overall record (55%) including an impressive 63-37-2 (63%) mark in conference play and 66-35-2 (65%) record in home contests. Fourteen student-athletes achieved All-American status, two teams (women’s basketball and volleyball) won their respective conference tournaments and competed in the national tournament, eight qualified individually for their respective national tournaments and 19 student-athletes earned Daktronics-NAIA Scholar-Athlete accolades. Three players earned conference player of the year honors. Other awardees included defender of the year, and newcomer of the year.

In addition to their responsibilities in the classroom and on the field, many Menlo student-athletes work on campus and assist the Athletic Department in game operations and sports information. Community service efforts included canned food drives, Christmas gift donations and volunteering at local food banks. Student-Athletes continually achieve at high levels with a service-minded approach.
The Athletics Department hosted its 14th annual golf tournament fundraiser on May 16 at Coyote Creek Golf Club in Morgan Hill. Nearly 100 golfers including supporters, friends, coaches, staff and Menlo College Hall of Famers enjoyed a beautiful afternoon of golf.

An All-Star squad headed by Men’s and Women’s head golf coach Dana Banke took home top team honors, firing off a 58 in the four-person team scramble format tournament. Banke’s foursome included daughter Sara Banke, Tim Heck and Tim Sedgeley.

The second and third place teams were equally impressive with just one stroke separating each of the top three places. Earning second place honors was a team consisting of Menlo College Hall of Fame coach Bill Imwalle, a pair of Imwalle’s former golfers - Cody Grimes and James Walsh, along with Rich Dixon. This foursome earned second place honors, turning in a 59. Despite falling one stroke short of the tourney’s top finish, Imwalle has been a part of the winning foursome on three different occasions since 2003. Rounding out the top finishers was the foursome of current Men’s Soccer head coach Eric Bucchere, his wife and father Julia and John, and assistant coach Steve Wondolowski.

Longest Drive honors also went to the Banke Duo while closest to the pin accolades went to Men’s Soccer Head Coach Eric Bucchere (13’6” - #2) and Sara Banke (9’4” - #5).

The Athletics Department would like to sincerely thank all who came out and golfed or supported this event in any capacity. Proceeds from the tournament directly benefit the student-athlete experience of the department’s 13 varsity sports.

1st Place: Winning foursome of Tim Heck, Tim Sedgeley, Dana Banke and Sara Banke

2nd Place: Foursome of Cody Grimes, Bill Imwalle, Rich Dixon, James Walsh

3rd Place: Steve Wondolowski, Nina Bucchere, John Bucchere, Eric Bucchere, Julia Bucchere

PHOTOS: ANDREY POLIAKOV
A
umber of staff changes have taken place within the Menlo College Athletics Department prior to the 2014-15 year. A trio of familiar faces have either returned or are serving in new roles while three newcomers have assumed roles within the department.

Jackie Codiga – Assistant Athletics Director – Business Management

Jackie Codiga returned to the Athletics Department after two years as Menlo College’s Assistant Director of Admissions, assuming the role of Assistant Athletics Director, Business Manager. Codiga will continue to serve as a volunteer assistant for Women’s Basketball. Codiga received her B.S. in Psychology from Lynn University, and she is currently pursuing an MBA from CSU Eastbay.

Mark Fowler – Assistant Athletics Director, Compliance and Student Services

Mark Fowler assumed the newly created role of Assistant Athletics Director, Compliance and Student Services. Menlo College’s Head Athletic Trainer for the previous 13 seasons, Fowler will focus primarily on student-athlete eligibility, managing training/competition schedules according to NAIA/Institutional legislation and overseeing scholarship processing. Additional responsibilities will include: Medical Hardship and Play NAIA duties. Fowler received a degree in Kinesiology from CSU Hayward, and a Master’s degree in Athletic Training from San Jose State.

Ashley Vogds – Head Athletic Trainer

Ashley Vogds assumed the role of Head Athletic Trainer. Vogds previously worked as a Graduate Assistant from 2007-09. She interned at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo from 2009-10 before working as an Assistant Athletic Trainer at San Francisco State from 2010-14. Vogds received her B.S. from Winona State University and an M.A. in Kinesiology from San Jose State. She is a member of the National Athletic Trainers’ Association (NATA).

Josh Goldstein – Assistant Athletic Trainer

Josh Goldstein joined the Menlo College Athletic Training staff after five years as the Head Athletic Trainer at Palo Alto High School. His professional experience has also included a season as the Head Athletic Trainer for the San Jose SaberCats (2011), an internship with the Boston Red Sox (2006) and two years as a Graduate Assistant at Stanford. Goldstein received his Bachelors of Science in Athletic Training from University of Nevada Las Vegas and a Masters in Kinesiology from San Jose State.

Katie Caliendo – Director of Marketing and Promotions

Katie Caliendo joined the Menlo College Athletics Department as its first ever Director of Marketing and Promotions. She previously worked at NCAA Div. I Duquesne University where she served as a Marketing and Promotions Graduate Assistant. Prior to her time at Duquesne, Caliendo worked as a Sports Marketing Intern at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in Daytona Beach, Fla. A graduate of University of New Hampshire, she holds a B.S. in Kinesiology; Sports Studies with minors in Business Administration and Spanish, and a Master’s in Sports Leadership from Duquesne University.

Dave Lucero – Director of Athletic Events and Game Operations

Dave Lucero joined Menlo Athletics as its new Director of Athletic Events and Game Operations. Prior to joining the Oaks, Lucero worked as an Event Coordinator for U.S. Figure Skating in Colorado Springs for three years. Lucero has also worked as an Operations and Facilities Intern at his Alma Mater, Gonzaga University and at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs. Lucero earned his Bachelors of Education in Sport Management with minors in Business and Promotions from Gonzaga.
Football Coach Mark Grieb and Nathan Jackson ’02 Greet President Moran at the Alumni Homecoming Tailgate
WELCOME JOHN RING

We welcome the appointment of John Ring as Senior Director of Development. The Senior Director position is currently held by Bill Hopkins who will retire from Menlo at the end of the year.

John comes to Menlo from St. Ignatius College Preparatory in San Francisco. He has served as their Alumni Director since 2006. His accomplishments over the last 8 years have been extraordinary, and we have great confidence in his ability to make significant progress at Menlo College.

John is a graduate of Cal State, Long Beach and Golden Gate University Law School, where he earned his JD. He is a Bay Area native and during his career has been very active in a variety of Bay Area activities in the fundraising world. He is married (Nicole) with three children, Kieran (20), Elizabeth (12) and Aidan (10).

The 2014 Menlo College Honor Roll recognizes the generous individuals and organizations that help the College achieve its ambitious fundraising goals. In order to appreciate this continued success, the College acknowledges the dedication, hard work and lasting vision of this generous community of donors. Menlo College extends sincere appreciation to the individuals and organizations on the following pages for their support.

RECOGNIZING LIFETIME MEMBERS WHOSE GIVING OVER TIME TOTALS $100,000 OR MORE.

K.S. Bud Adams Jr. '42 * (deceased)
The Estate of Thomas E. Autzen
Warren Baker '51 (deceased)
Hope Bartnett Belloc Trust
The Estate of Mr. & Mrs. Martin Belloc
Alan D. Bickell '59 *
Dawn Yates Black *
Jon Galt Bowman '55
Alexander H. Brawner Jr. (deceased)
S.T. Jack Brigham III '63
Earle Meyer Chiles '56 *
Chiles Foundation *
George W. Couch III '67 *
Theodore F. Curtis
Dillon Foundation
William P. Doolittle, Sr.
John Henry Felix '48
Fletcher Jones Foundation
Thomas W. Ford (deceased)
Russell M. Frankel '67 *
Sherry G. Frankel '75 *
Frankel Family Foundation *
Fred Gellert Jr. '58 *
The Fred Gellert Jr. Family Foundation
H. Irving & Susanne Grousbeck *
Grousbeck Family Foundation *
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
William R. & Rosemary Bradford Hewlett
(Deceased)
Robert G. Hulteng*
Intel Foundation *
David C. Irmer Sr. '58 *
The James Irvine Foundation
Charles “Chop” J. Keenan, III '66 *
Keenan Lovewell Ventures *
Karen T. Lee '86
Robert A. Lurie '46
Andrew Alexander Mac Grath '70
Robert Blair Mack '74 *
Mark A. Maloney '68 *
Harold McAlister Charitable Foundation
Susan Morey Mein
William Wallace Mein III (Deceased) '61
Peggie Robbins Michael Trust
Roderick W. Minkler '59
Morrison Memorial Foundation
Mansour Akram Ojjeh '74
Khaled Olayan '70
George R. Osborne Jr.
Bernard Osher Foundation *
David & Lucile Packard Foundation
Peninsula Community Foundation
Wayne L. Prim
Wayne L. Prim Foundation
Lisa & John Pritzker Family Fund
Lisa & John Pritzker '76
T. Geir Ramleth '87 *
Roxy Rapp '59
The Estate of John Judge D. Russell
Charles R. Schwab
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Sodexo Inc. and Affiliates *
Alex Guan Teck Soon ’72
Reuel A. Sutton ‘56
Thurston Charitable Foundation
Robert H. Thurston ’64
S.W. Thurston Jr. ’64
John E. Turco ’51
Ying-Wood Wong '74

Gifts received from July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014. President’s Club donors have contributed $1,000 or more, and are highlighted in bold. Donors who have contributed for five consecutive years are marked with an *.
Platinum Club
$100,000 to $999,000
Warren Baker ’51 (deceased)
Lisa & John Pritzker Family Fund
John Pritzker ’76

Gold Club
$25,000 to $99,000
Mr. & Mrs. H. Irving Grousbeck
Grousbeck Family Foundation
Charles Keenan ’66
George Osborne

Silver Club
$10,000 to $24,999
A-A Lock & Alarm, Inc.
Alexander Fanjul
Julie Filizetti
Frankel Family Foundation
Russell M. Frankel ’67
Sherry G. Frankel ’75
Timothy Lam Jr.
Reuel Sutton ’56
Marcia Swanson ’74
Thagard Foundation
Kristine Thagard ’77
George Thagard ’74
Gregory Thagard ’76
John Wise ’42

Bronze Club
$5,000 to $9,999
John R. Berthold
Howard Dallmar ’74

Euro Publishing, Inc.
GE Foundation
Edwin James Hannay ’67
James Hervey Johnson Charitable
Educational Trust
Arthur Michelson
Caroline & T. Geir Ramleth ’87
Norman Richards ’58
Kenneth Rodrigues

Pewter Club
$2,500 to $4,999
Karl Buder ’66
Del Monte Foods
John Howe ’60
Mark Maloney ’68
Thomas Meakin ’58
Jack Parker ’37 (deceased)
United Way of the Bay Area

Copper Club
$1,000 to $2,499
Raagini Ali ’08
V. Kelley Armour ’78
John Arthur ’68
Darcy Blake *
Eduardo Calvo ’79
Douglas Carroll
David ’83 & Margaret Critzer ’82
John Dusel ’40
Jan T. Dykstra *
Tina Fairbairn *
Sherrie Feinstein ’88
Fred Gellert Jr. Family Foundation

Fred Gellert Jr. ’57
Michael ’89 & Shari Giusti ’89
Michael & Pamela Gullard
Steven Harris
Edwin Harrison
Robert Hayworth
Mark Hoerth
William J. Hopkins
Holzheimer Fund
Arthur Holzheimer ’52
Bill and Kathy Imwalle
Intel Matching Gifts To
Education Program
Nathan Jackson ’02
Ross & Marilyn Jackson
Micah Kane ’91
James J. Kelly
Ronald Kovas
Benjamin Kopf III ’79
KPMG Peat Marwick Foundation
Yasmin Lambie-Simpson
M. Connor Limont ’75
Robert Mack ’74
William Majors ’67
Frances Mann-Craik ’76
Howard Mason Jr. ’57
William Maxam ’67
Raymond (dec.) &
Rosalie Monteroso
J. Boyce Nute ’55
Michael Paige ’54
The Waite & Genevieve Phillips
Foundation

Elliott Phillips ’37
Robert Reierson ’50
John Rooke ’88
Santa Barbara Foundation
Timothy K. & Virginia A. Bliss
Schwab Charitable Fund
Donald Smith ’49
Keith Sapatar *
Craig Starkey ’51
William Steele ’81
Louise & Walter H. Sullivan
Foundation
Walter H. Sullivan III ’72
Symetra Life Insurance Company
Michael Tomars ’87
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Thurston Charitable Foundation
Robert Thurston ’64
S.W. Thurston ’64
Towne Ford / Hopkins Acura
United Student Athletes, Inc.
USA Federation for
Sport Cheering
Kathryn & Craig Wallace ’86
John Webster ’70
Steven Weiner
WEPAY
Wayne Williams ’49
James Woolever
Enrique Ybarra-Valdenebro ’91

Below, Students enjoyed a Hawaiian barbecue and pool party during orientation week at Menlo College.
Honor Roll

ALUMNI GIVING BY CLASS YEAR

1937
Jack Parker (deceased)

1940
John Dusel

1941
Richard Rhodes *

1942
Wilfred “Bill” D. Fletcher *
John Wise

1943
Charles Wichman

1947
C. Clarke
Carter Quinby

1948
Carl Marcoux (deceased)
Roy Senour

1949
William Perkins
Rudolph Scholz
Donald Smith
Wayne Williams *
Carl H. Wittenberg Jr.

1950
George Chamberlain
Fred Forsman
Robert Morris
Thomas Mullan
Robert Reierson *

1951
Warren Baker (deceased)
Robert Davis
Norman F. Fifer
Daniel Gurney *
Marcus Leh *
Francis McGovern
A. Kingston McKee
Craig A. Starkey
James Thorburn

1952
Frank Griffith
Arthur Holzheimer
William Hoskins *
Roderick Lynch
Jerry Tinney
Riley Yuen

1953
Eugene Brehaut
Allan Cheney *
Albert Cook
James Kirk *
Theodore Luce *

1954
Kent Bourquin *
Donald Fairclough
Peter Fluetisch
Emil Imberson *
Michael Paige *
Ian Walker

1955
Jon Galt Bowman *
Robert Gramm
George Martin
John Moller *
J. Boyce Nute *
Charles Shea *
Richard Stetson *
Douglas Walker *

1956
Jack Scramaglia
Reuel Sutton *
David Wells *

1957
Charles Dolginer
Howard Mason *
W. Thomas Maudlin

1958
Edward De Beixedon
Pete Dow
Fred Gellert Jr. *
Thomas Meakin *
Douglas Munson *
John Quigley
Norman Richards *

1959
Robert M. Angus
John Ansen *
Howard Beck *
Douglas Off
Frederic Pegelow
Stephen Sandlin
Richard Tjaden *
Alan Tracy
Peter Valenti

1960
Ronald Chalman
Nelson DeJesus
Roy Dreisbach
George S. Fallon Jr.
Winston Fuller
John T. Howe *
John King Jr.
James Mashburn *
Charles Matter *
Peter Preovolos
Hugh Rose
Richard Schatz
Charles Westbrook

1961
Duncan Abbott
Michael Azorr
Gary Baker
Horace Cates *
J. Michael McNitt
James Musgrave
Mitchell Ostrom *

1962
Alan L. Baker
Anthony Bonora
Ralph Cotter
John Mullin
Jan Phillips
Richard Sands
Jack Stamm
Robert Woodruff Jr.

1963
Brian Farquharson *
Stephen Griffith *
Newbold Herrick
Thomas Hofmann
Harry Willis Kellogg
Norman Mackay
Byron Meyer
William Ready

1964
Abraham Baily *
Alan B. Lewis
Peter N. Mansfield
Robert Thurston *
Severt W. Thurston Jr.
Donald Woodford
Clifford Zachman *

1965
Craig Kincaid
Joseph Morey

1966
William Boyd
Gary Brant
Karl Buder
Richard Chandler *
Joseph Justice *
Charles “Chop” J. Keenan *
Joseph Lerner
George Muser
Raymond Neighbors
John Reed
Stuart Watterson

1967
Roger Bazeley
Russell Frankel *
Marsha & E. Jim Hannay *
Thomas Mainwaring
William Majors

Senator Jerry Hill spoke to Professor Melissa R. Michelson’s California Politics class.
William Maxam *
James McEwen *
James E. Perry
William Rossi *

1968
John Arthur
Dennis Carrie
Howard Erenberg
Derek Fahey
J. Farley *
Peter Hovey
Edward Lohmann *
Mark Maloney *
Robert Marcus *
Roger Percy *
John E. Riddle
John Sutton *
Kristian Whitten
John Wong

1969
Russell Andavall
Donald Cheley
Michael Curtis
Timothy Henderson
Henry Huntington
Clinton Whittemore

1970
David Blohm
William P. Dunham Jr.
Thomas Harnett
Robert Huff
John Mersch
Paul Swenson
John Webster ’70 *

1971
Michael Berger
Thomas Grubaugh
Michael Mclean
Richard Roth

1972
Robert Clifford
Charles Kay
Robert Mann
Frank Maurino
Philip Sewald
Walter H. Sullivan III *

1973
Jane Austin-DeFever
Steven Dugoni
Arthur Jessen
Maya Payne Sewald

1974
Howard Dallmar
Gilbert Joynt *
Robert Mack *
Barbara Sarpa
Morin Scott
Marcia Swanson *

1975
Sherry G. Frankel *
Stacy Green
M. Limont
Alison Trafas

1976
Bill Atalla
Marvin W. Bennett Jr.
Ann Carlson-Robertson
Geoffrey Flavell ’76
Frances Mann-Craig
John A. Pritzker

1977
Mark Hamilton
William Jason
Janet Jennings
Robert Leonard
Mark Robertson
Kristen Sorensen
Kristine A. Thagard *

1978
V. Kelley Armour
Richard D. Wood

1979
Mark Borson
Eduardo Calvo
Benjamin Kopf III
Jane Pollano
Murray Stoltz

1980
Parker Bryan
Timothy Orchard
Michael Pollano
Steven Toltz
Gwen Walters

1981
Joseph Bush
Alexis Parr
Jose Sosa Cordero
William Steele
Lera T. Wong

1982
Dorothy Anagick
Margaret Lazzari Critzer *
Joseph Hall

1983
David Critzer
Timothy Dierkes
Don Jones
Ken Yonemitsu

1984
Elena Lopez
Lawrence Lopez
Kelly McGrath
Malcolm Tajiri
James York

1985
Anthony Borba
Harold Broughton
Victor Kasik
Ronald Martin
Alberto Sanchez

1986
Rick Chan
Todd Macfarland
Jane Mitten
Gregory Sondern
Andreas Strieve
Craig Wallace

1987
T. Geir Ramleth
Michael Tomars *
Laurel Zane

1988
Sherrie Feinstein *
Deborah Myers
John P. Rooke
Elizabeth M. Sondern

1989
Michael Giusti
Shari Giusti
Darayn Hickinbotham
Adam Politzer

1990
Regina Albarracin-Belden
Steven Belden

1991
Micah Kane
Bonnie E. Lee
James Mattly
John R. Till
Dean Wright
Rachel Wright
Enrique Ybarra-Valdenebro

1992
Frances Bergland
Melissa Blankenship
Aaron Leek

1993
Carlos Clavel

1994
Anupam Awasthi

1998
Sean Cole
Kolleen Pardi

1999
Paul Brown
James R. Enright
Shane Mattimoe
Eric Sponburgh
Steele Witchek

2000
Audra Anderson *
Sara Lujan

2001
Gabriel Amey
Bradley T. Clark
Nicholas Enriquez
Kyle Izumigawa *
Samuel Sharpe

2002
Nathan R. Jackson *
Cynthia Leal

2003
Carly Henderson

2004
Peter Johnson
Richard Lechleitner
Jason Passanisi
Juan Rocha Pedraza
Teodor Vacev
2005
Connie Dillard
Michael Geitner
John Lawrence
Bryan Lohman

Parents
Kent Abbott
Kenny Aggio
Melvin Anisman
Athens Arquette
Gina Batelli
Clyde Beffa
Calvin Calicdan
Andrew Chessin
William Cook
John Crawford
James and Laura Dawson
Steven Greene
Robert Hayworth
G. Isobe
Ross & Marilyn Jackson
Howard Jessen
Ron Kaplan
Ron Kovas
Larry Kobori
Timothy Lam Jr.
Frank Lane
H. Ogden Lilly
John Limcaco
Cynthia McGrew
Jackie Metoyer
Kathleen Moore
Pamela Scrutton Morrison
Cleve Nyberg
Tonja Parsons
Shannon Pascual
Van Perras
Cathy Pipps
Andrew Pistella
Lynn Pivan
Amarjit Rai
Geir & Carolyn Ramleth
Danny Romero
John Schott
Dale Simonsen
Arlene Stanich-Prince
John Tosello
Ronald Vega
Steve Wan
Taikang Wan
Wen Wan
Paula Yap
Joseph Zikmund

Friends
Karen Adair
Paulette Agans
Grant Aitken
Irina Alvarez
Patricia Alvarez
Joe Alvarez
Francine Anaya
Patricia Arias
Linda Arnett
Millicent Arnold
Stacie Arnold
Thomas Arnold
Kristen Babineau
Lawrence Bach
Alan Bacon
Edward Bagnani
Dale Bake
April Balthasar
David Barni
Betty Barr
James Bateman
Stuart Bateman
Dustin Beals
Kerri Beffa
Craig Belardes
Alan Belluomini
Carole Benson
Brian Bergman
Raymond Betts
Jeremy Bianucci
Roy Blitzer
Stephen Block
Bart Bookhamer
Aaron Bortolazzo
Elsie Bowie
Dave Bowling
Rebecca Boyle
Robert Braghetta
Rich Branning
Kyle Briggs
Emma Briggs
Brian Brothers
Tina Brothers
Edward Brown
Gregory Brown
James Brown
Pamela Brown
Shane Brown
William Brown
John Bruce
Todd Bruce

Matthew Brunnings
Eric Bucchere
John Bucchere
Julia Bucchere
Janet Burkland
JoLynn Bush
Shawna Byron
David Calegari
Jo Calmes
Lowell Calvello
Nicholas Camera
Douglas Campbell
Linda Campbell
Ben Caputo
Vincent Carabello
Douglas Carroll
John Carter
Kevin Casi
Robert Casper
Marlyn Catelli
Dennis Cavit
Marc Cavit
David Chavez
Dewey Chong
David Christensen
Andrea Cisneroz
Rodney Clark
Scott Collibee
Anthony Collier
William Comstock
Daniel Cox
Joshua Cutter
Michael D'Amico
Scott Daniels
Timothy Davidson
William Davidson
Christian Davis
Soumendra De
Lessandro De Sousa
Arnold Debrito
Kristine Delgado
Christopher Delgado
Mai Phuong Delis
John Difalco
Richard Dixon
Laurel Donnenwirth
Loretta Doon
Joan Dove
Johnny Duong
Peter Duran
Melba Dykema
Dawn Efrian
Irene Eggleton

2006
Howard S. Gill
Adam Hazel
Stephen Jones
Kevin Koutou
Terence Kyaw
Antonio Martinez
Matthew Price

2007
Jeff Aguilar
Juanita Brownfield
Thomas Haflinger
Aidan O’Flynn
Vincent M. Van Dillen
Baltazar Vazquez

2008
Raagini Ali *
Laura E. Danckwerth
Mei Shan Ma
Matthew F. Stein

2009
Alexander Baumgartner
Ryanne Bergstrom
Gimbler Escobedo Aliaga
Daniel Martinez
Victor Rico Gutierrez
Lauren Romero

2010
Frank L. Borba

2011
Kristian B. Hagen
Julian Harris
Jorge Mena

2012
Eric Dawson
Cody M. Grimes
Hanna J. Malak

2013
Ian Craig

2014
Patricia Davidson
Alyssa Holland

Parents
Kristina Roome
Jessica Soliai
James Walsh

Friends
Karen Adair
Paulette Agans
Grant Aitken
Irina Alvarez
Patricia Alvarez
Joe Alvarez
Francine Anaya
Patricia Arias
Linda Arnett
Millicent Arnold
Stacie Arnold
Thomas Arnold
Kristen Babineau
Lawrence Bach
Alan Bacon
Edward Bagnani
Dale Bake
April Balthasar
David Barni
Betty Barr
James Bateman
Stuart Bateman
Dustin Beals
Kerri Beffa
Craig Belardes
Alan Belluomini
Carole Benson
Brian Bergman
Raymond Betts
Jeremy Bianucci
Roy Blitzer
Stephen Block
Bart Bookhamer
Aaron Bortolazzo
Elsie Bowie
Dave Bowling
Rebecca Boyle
Robert Braghetta
Rich Branning
Kyle Briggs
Emma Briggs
Brian Brothers
Tina Brothers
Edward Brown
Gregory Brown
James Brown
Pamela Brown
Shane Brown
William Brown
John Bruce
Todd Bruce

Matthew Brunnings
Eric Bucchere
John Bucchere
Julia Bucchere
Janet Burkland
JoLynn Bush
Shawna Byron
David Calegari
Jo Calmes
Lowell Calvello
Nicholas Camera
Douglas Campbell
Linda Campbell
Ben Caputo
Vincent Carabello
Douglas Carroll
John Carter
Kevin Casi
Robert Casper
Marlyn Catelli
Dennis Cavit
Marc Cavit
David Chavez
Dewey Chong
David Christensen
Andrea Cisneroz
Rodney Clark
Scott Collibee
Anthony Collier
William Comstock
Daniel Cox
Joshua Cutter
Michael D’Amico
Scott Daniels
Timothy Davidson
William Davidson
Christian Davis
Soumendra De
Lessandro De Sousa
Arnold Debrito
Kristine Delgado
Christopher Delgado
Mai Phuong Delis
John Difalco
Richard Dixon
Laurel Donnenwirth
Loretta Doon
Joan Dove
Johnny Duong
Peter Duran
Melba Dykema
Dawn Efrian
Irene Eggleton
Devin Engebresten
LeeAnn Ensch
Mirasol Espanola
Chris Evans
Karri Exline
Christina Fairbairn
Alexander Fanjul
Warren Fannin
David Farmer
Daniel Fidel
Douglas Fields
Charles Figone
Julie Filzetti
Brian Franks
George Freelen
Jeremiah Freeman
Janelle Gaddy
Jacquline Gaggero
Molanda Gaither
Fred Galindo
Charin Garcia
Gaurav Garg
Paul Garrier
Susan Gehre
Gene Giannotti
Dewitt Gibson
Juan Gomez
Victoria Gonzalez
Catherine Goodman
Michael Gravel
Robert Gray
Stanley Green
H. Irving Grousbeck
John Guaraglia
Fred Guidici
Natalya Guterman
Darren Hager
Elizabeth Hall
Rachel Hammack
Rosalie Hare
Aubrey Harris
Camille Harris
Debra Harris
Murray Harris
Steven Harris
Edwin Harrison
Darcie Herman
Jose Hernandez
Deborah Higgins
Mark Hoerth
Stephen Honnert
Hazel Hornbeak-Lyle
Thomas Hubbard
Robert Huff
Gary Hughes
John Husary
Gregory Hyde
Chad Iken
Jeffrey Ippolito
Jacob Jackson
Jake Jacobson
Amber Jaimes
Lary James
Jeff Janakes
Stanton Jee
Karl Jensen
Chuck Johnson
Lana Johnson
Ray Johnson
Raymond Johnson
Shawn Johnson
Kevin Jordan
Vera Karnes
Lola Kashyap
Steven Kehrig
Michael Keller
Archana Khokhani
Tiffany Kim
Betty King
Kristine Kirkendall
Kraig Klauer
Mike Krahnke
Charles Krenz
Ida Krueger
Danny Kurtz
Beverly La Honta
Deresa Lace
Ronald Ladd
Thomas LaGrave
Keith Lambert
Mark Lanz
John Larson
Donald Leopold
Jason Levine
Katherine Lewinsky
Michael Lindsay
Shirley Lissner
Mario Lombardi
Ford Long
Carlos Lopes
Andrea Lopez
Susan Lorenzi
Griselda (Gigi) Lotti
Tom Lusi
Wayne Machado
Dionico Magallon
Jana Martin-Anderson
Gregory Martinez
Josephine Masciaga
Mario Maso
Linda Mathre
Cynthia McCurry-McKinley
John Mckee
Juan Mendoza
Tony Mersho
Judith Merwin
Arthur Michelson
Robert Miller
Martha Mirabella
Elise Moeck
Carlos Monroy
Rosalie Monteroso
Ronald Moreno
Lance Morrow
Robert Morrow
Patrick Murphy
Dana Nakayama
Christopher Nodohara
Joanne Norwood
Diana Nureng
David Obershaw
Dolores Odoms
Phillip Ollinger
Diane Onizuka
Elvira Orlando-Winn
George Osborne
Gary Osterholt
John Palombi
Dana Parga
Mark Parish
Richard Pascual
Norton Pearl
Arline Penn
John Phelan
Dominic Piazza
Paris Pinner
Tony Pires
Sal Pitre
Wanda Pollack
June Pond
Rick Post
Jared Price
Frank Priscaro
Jeffrey Puentes
Deborah Ramirez
Brian Reid
John Reilley
Sadot Reyes
Mario Reynosa
Barbara Rios
Linda Roberts
Jeffrey Robertson
Randy Robinson
Kathryn Romero
Sharon Roscoe
Tom Roscoe
Josie Rossi
Kenneth Rossi
Cindy Rudissil
Michael Runear
Michael Rushford
Paul Rydberg
John Sadberry
Sandra Saenz
Yongyoot Sae-Tang
Robin Sanderlin
Ralph Saviano
Patrice Scanlan
Corinne Schembr
Kellie Secondo
Mike Sell
Christina Serrano
Ken Shibuya
Denice Shigematsu
Casey Showalter
David Shum
George Sigigie
Nancy Silva
Berna-Denise Silver
Boyd Smith
Paul Smith
Michele Smothers
Peter Snowden
Timothy Soares
Raymond Solari
Victoria Souza
Aaliyah Sowards
Keith Spataro
Joan Spelman
Bob Squier
D.M. Stack
Gregory Stewart
Paul Stier
Anthony Stinson
JD Stinson
Juanita Stockwell
Virgil Stone
Shelly Stringer
Larrie Sweet
Cathy Tajiri
Michael Talbott
Janet Tate
Mike Thing
Joe Thomas
Ronald Thomson
Dwayne Tindall
Gary Toms
Joseph Tonascia
Louise Tonascia
Jack Tseng
Larry Tucci
Edward Turdici
Johnathan Turner
Carla Vocatura
Kathryn Wallace
Taihao (Kevin) Wan
Joseph Wang
Cynthia Ward
Adelaide Wavra
Bardwell Way
Gerald Webb
Richard Webb
Jessie West
Phillip White
P. Wilburn
Courtney Wilding
Donald Wilkinson
Deborah Williams
Stephen Wondolowski
Vera Wood
Lynette Woodruff
Edwin Yanagihara
Daryl Yee
Leonard Yee
Kristine Yoakum
James Yoshida
Maejong Zawaydeh
Patricia Zlatunich
Lillian Zukeran Trustee

Current Students

Lindsey Evans
Tiare Fuentes
Kelly Hager
Wade Hawkins
Amber Lane
Jordan Pascual
Melissa Reynosa
Tristan Romo
Justine Roscoe

Current & Former Menlo College Employees

Raagini Ali ’08
Erik Bakke
John R. Berthold
Darcy Blake *
Roy Blitzer
Eric Buccere
Douglas Carroll
Jan T. Dykstra *
Tina Fairbairn *
Pamela Gullard
Fred Guidici
Thomas Haflinger ’07
Tim Heath
William J. Hopkins
Bill and Kathy Imwalle
James J. Kelly
John P. Klingler
Keith L. Lambert
Yasmin Lambie-Simpson
Kenneth Leong
Frances Mann-Craik ’76
Deborah McCabe
Jorge Mena ’11
Marilyn Murphy
Patrick Murphy
Daniel Rasay
Len Renery
Robert Sacino
Ray Solari
Keith Spataro *
Robert M. Taibott
Marilyn Thomas
Douglas Walker
Steven Weiner
James Woolever

Foundations

Frankel Family Foundation
Joseph B. Glossberg Foundation
Grousbeck Family Foundation
Holzheimer Fund
James Hervey Johnson
Charitable Educational Trust
The Waite & Genevieve Phillips Foundation
Lisa & John Pritzker Family Fund
Santa Barbara Foundation
Timothy K. and Virginia A. Bliss Shear Foundation
Louise & Walter H. Sullivan Foundation
Thagard Foundation

Businesses & Corporations

A & A Produce, Inc.
A-A Lock & Alarm, Inc.
Advanced Mobile Detailing
Agans & Agans, Inc. DBA
All Star Academy
Annual Reviews Inc.
BBOS Restaurant, Inc.
Blossoms & Balloons
Brazil Hay Express
Burlingame Travel Bureau
Calabasas Funding Corporation
Calderon Tires Service, Inc.
Chip Pizziconi’s Renegades Ten
Clancy’s Car Rental Services, Inc.
Complete Millwork Services, Inc.
County Wide Services, Inc.
Crossfire Oregon
D. J. Balling Construction
Del Monte Foods
Eco Green Auto Clean, LLC
Elite Power, Inc.
Euro Publishing, Inc.
Faria Chiropractic, Inc.
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
GE Foundation
Geneva Advisors, LTD.
Golf Super Shop of San Mateo
Griffin Farms, Inc.
Growing Smiles Dentistry
Health Diagnostics of California
Hilton Garden Inn
Holder’s Country Inn, Inc.
Hoofers Welding
Hopkins Acura
Intel Matching Gifts To Education
J. Arthur & Associates
Klonidike Pizza
KPMG Peat Marwick Foundation
Lutticken Market
Marquis Mortgage
Metal Specialists
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Mountain Mikes Pizza
Morgan Stanley c/o Cybergrants
Old Timers Baseball Association of San Francisco
Pacific Auction Company
Pacific Medical, Inc.
Pacific rents and Equipment Co.
Paladin Law Group, LLC
Park Merced Truck Rentals & Moving Supplies
Pete’s Outflow Technicians
Peninsula Building Materials Co.
Petrinovich Pugh & Company, LLC
Planet Coexist
QLM, Inc.
RCM Dimensional Media
Kenneth Rodrigues & Partners, Inc.
S D Plumbing, Inc.
SaberCats of San Jose, LLC
Schwab Charitable Fund
Charles Schwab Foundation
Slainte Volleyball Club
Soccer Pro Inc.
Sodexo Inc. & Affiliates
Steven Jones Farms
Symetra Life Insurance Company
T&B Sports
Team Esface
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
The Boeing Company Gift Matching Program
Taylor Farms California Inc.
Tokie’s Teriyaki House, Inc.
Tonascia Farms, Inc.
Top Shelf Orthopedics
Tougas Enterprises, The Oasis Towne Ford
Tri California Builders
United Way of the Bay Area
Walmart Stores of San Jose
Walter Bow Enterprise, Inc.
Wells Fargo Community Support
Wells Fargo Educational Matching Gift Program
Zendure USA, Inc.

Organizations

EConnect Fundraising, Inc.
Santa Clara University
United Way of San Diego County
United Way of the Bay Area
CaICPA
United Student Athletes, Inc.
USA Federation for Sport Cheering
WEPAY
MENLO COLLEGE
ART COMMITTEE PRESENTS

Barnes/Erebus/Schulze/Sylvester:
Echoes from 85 Years, 85 Artists

October 20 – January 16, 2015

Show: October 20–January 16, 9–5 pm, M–F

LOCATION: MENLO COLLEGE
1000 El Camino Real
Atherton, CA